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INFORMATION:

DETAIL A
SECTION A-A
Approach length
Max. algebraic difference
Max. grade 15% (+ or -) beyond R/W Most grade of existing drive
Equivalent to surface in place
13 performed joint filler required when existing drive is PCP

SECTION B-B
Approach length
Max. algebraic difference
Max. grade 15% (+ or -) beyond R/W Most grade of existing drive
Equivalent to surface in place
13 performed joint filler required when existing drive is PCP

SECTION C-C
Approach length
Max. algebraic difference
Max. grade 15% (+ or -) beyond R/W Most grade of existing drive
Equivalent to surface in place
13 performed joint filler required when existing drive is PCP

2% PCP for aggregate
Subgrade treatment Type IIIA
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